East Dennis Jan 7th 1877

Colow S Congell etc

Yours giving
Statement of appraisal of estate
A Hovey is received, for which than
accept my thanks,

And understand in
regard to the note of Allain being 75 200
I thought the estate was holding two notes
of Allain. And too much trouble will
you please give me a statement (yest
then Allain will stand on regard to the
statement of A N estate, whether Allain
indebtedness will offset his share, and
the mortgage of his company grow to give
up or what course will probably be pursued
I will try not to trouble you any more than
possible, and when this matter is settled up I
will try a compromise settlement
East Dennis Jan\textsuperscript{x} 6, 1877
Calvin S Crowell Esq

Dr Sir

Yours giving Statement of Appraisal of Estate of A Howes is received, for which please accept my thanks.

I don't understand in regard to the Note of Allison being $2000. I thought the Estate was holding two notes of Allisons. If not too much trouble will you please give me a statement of just how Allison will stand in regard to the Settlement of A.H. Estate, whether Allisons indebtedness will off sett his share, and the Mortgage of his Cranberry ground given up or what course will probably be pursued. I will try not to trouble you any more than possible, and when this matter is settled up I will try to compensate expenses.